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Professorarrested,awaitingcourtdate
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BYD. WHITNEY SMITH
copy editor
Facing a third-degree
felony charge for unlawful sexual conduct with
a 16 -or 17-year-old,
Dicky Ng, 39, is scheduled to make his initial
appearance in court

!IJ~l:;:::-:::::::.~.-::::::~:I
nextmonth,according
to a 1st District Court
~1;31E..!~Si.:~d
judicial assistant.
Ng, assistant professor of math education
in USU's College of
Education, will appear
before Judge Kevin
Allen in courtroom six
__
d on Feb. 6 at 9 a.m.
"We've put him on
administrative leave
until we're able to look
into the circumstances
regarding the charges,"
said Tim Vitale, interim
executive director of
L __ ..;;;:;.l.;;.~~~•li:&iiilfii~.i..;.~;..J~E!!L-.W
USU Public Relations
DICKY NG, AN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR of math educa- and Marketing. "He's
tion, has been placed on administrative leave and is facing charges
been removed from
of unlawful sexual conduct. He will go to court on Feb. 6, at which any responsibility for
point further action will be taken if necessary. Statesmanfile photo
'"_1;,...c----:..........-c..--"-'·___.

An apartment complex near
campus was put under the
microscope Wednesday night.
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Features

instruction, so he will
not be meeting with any
students, and beyond
that it's in the courts.
It's a court matter now
and we'll just wait to see
how that process gets
resolved."
Chief Kim Hawkes of
the North Park Police
said in lieu of arrest and
incarceration, Ng was
cited and summoned to
report to Cache County
Sheriff's office for
booking - to have his
fingerprints and picture
taken.
Hawkes said an
officer on routine patrol
Dec. 10 discovered
a vehicle with foggy
windows parked on the
side of the road near the
mouth of Green Canyon
at approximately 2:30
a.m.
The officer reportedly approached the
vehicle and made contact with the individu-

als inside it - one of
whom was Ng, Hawkes
said. The officer soon
determined from a
driver license that the
vehicle's driver was 17
years old, at which point
a detective was called to
investigate.
After the detective
and officer finished
questioning the occupants of the vehicle,
both of whom Hawkes
said were "very cooperative," the boy was
released to his parents.
Vitale said the university became aware of
the charges on Jan. 10
and immediately placed
Ng on paid administraI
tive leave. University
administrators will
watch Ng's case in court
and respond accordingly, Vitale said.

- dan.whitney.smtih@
aggiemail.usu.edu

StudentsrememberMartinLutherKingJr.

Who's boss at your house? Get
your piggy bank debt-free.
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USU's women's basketball squad
gets by the other Aggies.
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Interact Now!
Today: Get a
sneak preview
of the next
"Jokes on You."

Added Value!
We took a vote and decided
it not too early to think
about Spring Break in
Cancun. Check out website
for more info.

BY ALLIEJEPPSON
staff writer
Students huddled in the cold
near Old Main, warmed only by
the glow of candlelight Thursday
night, as an honorary song and
then silence were conducted in
remembrance of Martin Luther
King Jr. and the upcoming commemorative holiday.
Hosted by the Black
Student Union, the Access and
Diversity Center and the Office
of Vice President of Student
Services, the candlelight vigil
reflected on the life and work
of King through the theme
"Remembering His Legacy."
"We put it on every year to
recognize the really critical work
that Martin Luther King did
during the course of his rather
short life," said Rachel Brighton,
adviser to the Black Student
Union. "This has been a tradition here at Utah State."
The event began with two
student speeches and video montages in remembrance of King.
"A man of honor and virtue,
Dr. King gave his life to the
change he wished to see in our
nation," speaker Ashley Miller
said. "He was the voice for the
speechless and the hope for
the hopeless ... without them

I would not have this great
opportunity for life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness."
Speaker Rachel Cox echoed
Brighton in her speech when she
said, "As we walk with lighted
candles across our campus
tonight, we can remember that

he taught us that people are
not to be judged by the country
of their birth, the cut of their
clothing or the color of their
skin, but by the content of their
character."
Following student remarks,
the audience silently exited

the ballroom and made its way
toward Old Main, each individual carrying a solitary lit
candle, in remembrance of King.
Students, faculty and community members gathered together
around the Block A as King was
See VIGIL, Page 2

STUDENTS LIT CANDLES and marched in silence for a vigilhonoring Martin Luther KingJr.Thursday night.
The Black Student Union and the Access and Diversity Center sponsor the annual vigilto remember King's legacy as
well as the work that still needs to be done in civil rights. HOLLYREYNOSOphoto

CaineCollegecelebratesartistictalents
BY MACKENZI VAN ENGELENHOVEN
features seniorwriter
Next week, the Caine College of the Arts
will hold its second annual Arts Week,
which includes events to celebrate the
artistic talents of USU students.
According to its website, Arts Week
began after the Caine College was formed
in 2010. This year, Arts Week will reprise
some of its most popular events from last
year, as well as add new events.
"We're excited to carry on the traditions," said Denise Albiston, director of
marketing and public relations for the
Caine College of the Arts. "We're excited
for the new events and for the increase in
st\ldent involvement this year."
Though Arts Week is funded and
or anized by the colle e, it celebrates the

creativity and artistry of all USU students
regardless of their major. Albiston said
the week was designed to appeal to a wide
spectrum of students, and it includes dozens of performances, displays and festivities that unite students under the common
banner of appreciation and celebration of
the arts.
"Arts Week is a celebration of the vital
role that the arts play in our lives every
day," said Craig Jessop, dean of the Caine
College of the Arts. "The arts are such a
part of us that most of us aren't even conscious ofthem. Most people wake up and
go to sleep with some form of arts and fill
their days with them."
Organizing an event that covers a broad
spectrum of fields can be a challenge,
which is why Jess~p and a staff of more

than 50 organizers and hundreds of performers have been working on this year's
program since last year's Arts Week.
"The College of Art is such a huge, varied undertaking," Albiston said. "There are
so many disciplines and so much variation
within those disciplines."
The week kicks off with a networking
dinner, at which USU alumni who have
built sU<;cessfulcareers in the arts will dine
with USU students.
"We want to show them how versatile a
degree in the arts can be," Albiston said.
This year's guests will be Nathan Fischer
and Forrest Lesch-Middleton, both alumni
of the arts and design program. Jessop and
Mary Jacobson, student senator for the col-

See TRADITIONAL, Page 3
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THE CAINE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS will hold its second annual Arts Week Jan. 17-21.Students and faculty will display and perform their talents
around campus throughout the week. Broadway star Christiane Noll will perform at the Grand Gala Friday. KATRINAANNE PERKINSphoto
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Commissionmovesforwardon newhousingproject
BY EVAN MILLSAP
staff writer
Members of the Logan City
Planning Commission read a
motion Thursday night to approve
a new housing development at
1000 N. and 600 East, but only
on the condition that multiple
changes be made.
This is the third time the coinmission has discussed the development, talled "Independence
Student Living," and the seventh
time changes have been made to
the plans, said John Brandley,
owner of the project.
According to the motion,
read by Planning Commissioner
Amanda Davis, conditions of
approval include: three parking
stalls must be clearly provided for
each apartment, exposed concrete
be covered with vegetation and a
better height transition must be
made between the concrete facade
and the surrounding residential
houses.
The new development, if
approval' is finalized, will be a
high-density student living area,
approximately 55,000 square feet
in size and will have two levels of
parking.
"What we'll do is provide
high-end housing for students,»
Brandley said.
However, many Logan residents
and some on the commission
remain opposed to the idea.
"This is people's neighborhoods," said Allison Hale,
Planning commissioner. "Would
you like to look out your window
while driving your child to Joy
School and see this cold concrete
structure?"
Davis said she strongly disliked
the amount of concrete in the

project.
"We live a block away, and I
think it is a monstrous atrocity,"
said Natalee Champlin, a Logan
resident. "I do not support it at
all."
Champlin said residents were
not informed about the zoning
change, and there was no chance
for anyone in the neighborhood
to appeal to the city. She said
she considers the entire project
unethical.
"It's just too big for such a
small space," Champlin said.
"Although, it's true, the. existing
homes there aren't pretty either."
Champlin said since discussion
of the development began, neigh- ·
borhood residents have become
much more involved in the
planning process, and the conference room in the city hall was
completely full Thursday night.
Many members of the crowd were
vocal opponents of the apartment
structure.
However, neither the commission nor the citizens have the legal
basis to interfere with the building design, Brandley said. "The
commission is only supposed to
read the code and make sure we
comply with the code, not redesign the whole project," Bradley
added.
John Kerr, Planning commissioner, agreed, but commissioners
Davis and Hale disagreed.
'Tm no contractor," Davis said,
"but I don't think this height
transition here is what we want."
Hale said she does not think the
building will look good, particularly during the winter after the
trees have lost their leaves.
Brandley said he wished people
would listen to Kerr, who has been
on the commission for more than

12 years, rather than Davis and
Hale.
"I had the best architect in the
state of Utah design this building," Brandley said. "And we have
these two girls arbitrarily throwing out numbers and redesigning
my project, and they don't know
what they are talking about."
Davis said she was unsure if

the conditions they were placing
on Brandley and the other developers were legal and asked the
city attorney his opinion.
"I will defend the decision of
the planning commission," said
Kymber Housley, city attorney,
"but it's going to be hard to
defend if we are going to listen to
the parts of the code we like but

not the parts we don't like."
Brandley said the commission
was being fickle in not allowing
the project to go forward and had
overstepped its bounds by doing
anything but making sure the
builders followed the building
code.

- evan.millsap@aggiemail.usu.edu

THE LOGAN CITY PLANNING COMMISSION met Thursday to discuss a new housing development near campus.
Many residents who live near the proposed development oppose its construction because it does not match the look of the
photo
neighborhood. The ptoject was conditionally approved as long as some changes are made. CURTISRIPPUNGER
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Vigil, silent walk honor the impact of King,slife on civil rights
honored with a moment of silence, followed
by a musical number by Anthony Pratt, who
sang "This Little Light of Mine," to adjourn
the ceremony.
"A vigil is perfect, because it sets in the

tone of the event," Black Student Union
vice president Ami Meite said. "Yes, Martin
Luther King did a lot and it is something
very happy, but what he went through to get
the result isn't a laughing matter.

..

RACHEL COX SPEAKS at the Martin Luther KingJr. vigil,Thursday night. The evening included a
silent walk, musical numbers and speakers honoring and celebrating King's life. HOLLYREYNOSOphoto

"It is something serious and people need
to reflect on that. That is why we have a
silent march to the A, because we need that
time to walk and think of everything that
happened. That part of the event is meant to
be somber. I think it driv_esthe point home."
Among respecters of King were members
of the USU football team.
"Martin Luther King Day is very in1portant to me and everyone, because it's the
reason why we're all together right now;
Blacks, Whites, Asians and Spanish," said
sophomore running back Joseph Hill. "It
shows in the football team that we're all
together as one."
As the holiday draws near, by taking
part in this ceremony, students of different
ages, genders and cultures have urged USU
students to respectfully remember King and
all he accomplished for the freedom of our
country throughout his life.
"Get to know Martin Luther King,"
Brighton said. "Get to know his life, get to
know what he said, what he did, what he
stood for. I think all of us need to play some
kind of role. If most of us really don't care,
nothing is really going to change."
Meite said King's life has such an impact
on today's society that it is necessary to
recognize and remember him.

"One hour to celebrate the life of such an
influential man is the least students can do,"
she said. "He made such a deep impact in
the U.S. and not recognizing it is almost like
a slap in the face to him."
"I have to have a passion about it because
I feel like it would be a robbery to my culture i_fI don't," said speaker Jeunee Roberts.
"He's an amazing man."
Students were also reminded that King's
work must continue.
"He's a reminder of the work that we
still have to do as far as social justice," said
Hilary Webb, a junior studying English.
"He's also a reminder that work can still be
done."
Miller reminded students of the work
that still needs to be done in King's place
and honor.
"Today is a start, as we join to honor and
celebrate an incredibly remarkable man,"
she said. "Our job is to carry it forward, for
every man must decide whether he will walk
in the light of creative altruism or the darkness of destructive selfishness."

- allie.jeppson3@gmail.com

Politicalscientistawardedfellowshipfor Chineseresearch
BY EVAN MILLSAP
staff writer
Kai He, an assistant professor of East Asian studies, has
been awarded one of five fellowships from the East Asia
Institute in South Korea.
These fellowships are awarded to top political scientists
in the field of Asian studies, and the fellows will work
toward peace and crisis management in East Asia. Kai
will travel to multiple institutions in Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan and China with the other fellows.
Kai said he was excited about the fellowship and the
implications of the award.
"I think this will strengthen USU's East Asian program," Kai said.
Other professors agreed.
"Dr. He's research is terribly important," said Michael
Lyons, head of the political science department. "It's good
for the university and good for the country."
Kai said his study focuses on China's foreign policy.
As tensions have heightened between the U.S. and China,
further impetus has been added to his unfinished research.
A native of China, Kai believes he is up to the task.
China has been industrializing and modernizing at
incredible rates over the past decades, Kai said, and its
economy is quickly catching up to the U.S. China is more
important to the U.S. economically and strategically than
the European Union or Latin America, he added.
"China currently has the second-largest economy in the
world," said Isaac Allred, a student in the Asian studies
program. "They passed up Japan in 2010 and are projected
to pass up the United States by 2025."
China is also increasingly important to the U.S.
educationally, Kai said. According to the Global Times,
an English-Chinese newspaper, 100,000 Chinese students
"'<' are currently studying in the U.S. Although, about 20,000
American students study in China, the number is growing.
"U.S-China relations are probably the most important

bilateral relationship for the United States right now," Kai
said. "Hillary Clinton called the 21st century 'America's
Pacific Century.' Clearly, China will be a player in that."
Kai said he was unsure whether China's role would be
peaceful or not. The actions of politicians right now will
determine whether there is war or peace in the future, he
said, but it could go either way.
"China isn't just a great (economic) power but a global
hegemony," Allred said. "China has a huge military,
and their defense budget is rapidly growing. People ask,

:if

KAI HE IS ONE OF FIVE people to receive a fellowship from
the East Asia Institute this year. He will spend his time there working toward peace and crisis management. Statesmanfile photo

'What's their motivation?"'
The U.S., which has virtually ruled the seas unrivalled
since the Cold War, grows uneasy as China begins to rise,
Allred said.
"The question is, can they rise peacefully?" AIJredsaid.
Much of the conflict arises from cultural differences,
Lyons said.
"We understand the European Union better than
China - they're Western and democratic," Lyons said.
"We understand Russia better - even though they are
not always democratic. Heck, we even understand Latin
America better, and they are only sporadically democratic
at best."
Lyons said he traveled to the Beijing airport over
Christmas break, and even his brief glimpse of the country • .,
"revealed the vestiges of authoritarianism."
"The Chinese simply see things much differently than
westerners do," Lyons said.
Allred said he lived in Taiwan for two years as an LDS
missionary and in China for three months and really
learned to appreciate the different perspective of the
Chinese that Lyons talked about.
"We need greater awareness and a broader viewpoint,"
Allred said. "China is as com_plicated as it is big. We just
need to not be rash and engage in conflict. The U.S. should
focus on keeping friendly relations and work hard to comprehend where the Chinese are coming from."
·
Allred said Kai is a perfect example of someone who
understands all sides of an issue, which is why he believes
Kai was given the award.
The award was given for scholars with peace and gover- .
nance in East Asia, Allred said.
"And I believe peace is possible,".Allred said. "But we
need to elect peaceful, non-interventionist politicians."

- evan.millsap@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Centerfor Womenand Genderreceivesgrant Briefs
BY CAITLIN MOFFITT

staff writer
The Office on Violence
Against Women awarded a
federal grant of $300,000
to USU's Center for Women
and Gender, SAAVIOffice
and CAPSA. The grant
money will be used for the
development of an interactive program and awareness
campaign.
"It is really an educational grant in the sense that
one of the main purposes is
to help students understand
healthy and unhealthy
relationships," said Diane
Stuart, the project director
for the grant. "So they
understand the definitions
of domestic violence, dating
violence, sexual assault, and
even understand the laws."
Together, the Center for
Women and Gender, SAAVI
(Sexual Assault and Antiviolence Information) Office
and CAPSA (Community
Abuse Prevention Services
Agency) are designing a
three-phase program to
raise awareness about safety,
violence, dating and relationships. The three phases
include an online interactive
program, peer-to-peer education and a campus-wide
campaign.
"Our first wave that
we intend to do is putting
together an online interactive and dynamic training
session that all students
must take," Stuart said.
"We are in the process of
putting it all together. It will
be extremely interactive we're hoping a student will
get into it, see a scenario and
will be taken down different
roads based on the decisions
the student takes."
"SAAVIprovides the ser-

vices, we provide the counseling and the advocacy,
and the center is in charge
of the budget and assisting
with the development," said
Monica Bailey, the SAAVI
program coordinator. "All
three entities have to contribute and participate in the
development and training."
Stuart said the program
will, ideally, be available
through new student orientation and smartphone apps.
"We are shooting for the
online interactive program
available by September
2012," she said.
Stuart would like for all
new, transfer and current
students to take the online
interactive program, which
would take about an hour to
complete.
"The goal is to make the
program as accessible as
possible for all students,"
Bailey said. "We'll have it
available on our Web page
and the Center for Women
and Gender's Web page, so
students can register and
take it online - whether on
a home computer, campus
computer or phone."
Bailey said once the
interactive program is available, the developers of the
program will want feedback
from students.
"I think some people have
the idea that we're going to
be creating an hour-long,
dry presentation, but we're
going for something much
more powerful than that,"
Bailey said. "We'll be
looking for feedback from
students that will tell us
honestly if the program was
powerful enough."
Allison White, a doctoral
student studying psychology,
said she will be working on

Campus & Community

'Surfland' artist
to visit Utah State

for

Professional photographer Joni
Sternbach, who specializes in 19th
century photographic processes,
will speak at 5 p.m. in the USU
Performance Hall Thursday, Jan. 19.
Sternbach's photography has
taken her to some of the most desolate deserts and prized surf beaches
in the world. Her solo exhibition,
"SurfLand," featuring portraits of
surfers, is an ongoing venture and
has been exhibited at venues such
as the Peabody Essex Museum in
Salem, Mass.
The USU event is free and open
to the public. For more information
contact the CCA Box Office at 435797-8022.

VQmen

gender

Kiger Hour to feature
USU Frenchprofessor

Christa Jones, assistant professor of French at USU, will deliver
the first Kiger Hour talk of the
New Year Jan. 19. Her lecture, "Rai'
and Politics Don't Mix - Musical
Resistance during the Algerian
Civil War," will highlight how
USU'S CENTER FOR WOMEN AND GENDER has received a $300,000 federal grant to
Algerian youth used a music style
develop a three-phase awareness program about safety in dating and relationships. Working with
called Rai' - meaning opinion - as
SAAVIand CAPSA, it will use different media to teach students how to have healthy relationships.
an outlet for protesting religious
KATRINAANNE PERKINSphoto
fundamentalism during the 1990s.
educate and empower USU
information to students that
the development and impleJones' research interests involve
will be engaging, informastudents."
mentation of the program.
transnational Francophone littive and will have an impact
Stuart and Bailey began
"My role is going to
erature and cinema from Algeria,
writing the grant application on their lives."
be working with SAAVI,
Tunisia and Morocco, and include
in May 2011. Bailey said
Leaders of SAAVIand
CAPSAand other groups
contemporary Francophone North
the grant took about four
the Center for Women and
to develop the training and
African women writers, exile litmonths to write. Stuart said
Gender are looking for volcome up with the objectives
erature, Francophone war narraunteers to be involved in the
organizations from across
for the online program, and
tives and activism in literature and
development of the online
the country applied for the
how everything will work
music.
grant, and USU was one of
program and the peer-totogether," White said. "We
Jones has published numerabout 30 programs to receive peer education.
really have the potential
ous articles and book chapa grant.
that will help prevent
ters in peer-reviewed journals
- cnmoffitt413@gmail.com such as "Contemporary French
''I'm very excited for the
sexual assault, domestic
program," Stuart said. "I
violence, dating violence
and Francophone Studies,"
think we have a way to get
and rape awareness. It helps
"Francofonia" and "Women Studies
Quarterly." Her book manuscript
titled "The Cave in North African
•)From Page 1
Francophone Literature and
Culture" is under contract with
Lexington Books.
Learn more about rai' and Jones'
"There
will
be
everything
from
as
recognize
outstanding
seniors
lege, will host the event.
and funny pieces and some very
research at Kiger Hour, an intelbagpipes to Broadway," he said.
in each department and faculty
"Arts Week is also about nettransportive and ethereal."
lectual program presented by Utah
"And we have everything from a
considered instrumental in the
working and connections with the
The same night will also feaState University and sponsored
full orchestra to a large chorus to
founding of the college.
role models in our alumni base
ture "Fire and Ice," which, accordby the College of Humanities and
electric
guitars."
"We
use
it
to
give
thanks
who have gone on to very successing to Jessop, will feature the
Social Sciences and the Caine
Arts Week will not just feature
to everyone who has been so
ful careers," Jessop said. "We want
unveiling of an ice statue in the
College of the Arts. The event will
scheduled performances, it
supportive of the college, from
to show the students 'that there
courtyard of the Chase Fine Arts
be
held Thursday, Jan. 19, from 5:15
will also showcase the talents
alumni to faculty to donors,"
can be a paycheck in the arts."
Center created by Ryoichi Suzuki,
to 7 p.m. at Hamilton's Steak and
of students in less-traditional
a professor in the art and design
Albiston said.
That same night features a
Seafood, 2427 N. Main Street.
venues. According to the college's
The gala will also feature a
sing-a-long screening of "The
program, and one of his students.
website, a student art sale will be
performance by Christiane Noll,
Sound of Music." Students receive
Thursday night, the Caine
held Tuesday through Thursday
a Broadway singer best known for
$1 off the $3 fee if they dress in
College will host the first official
in the TSC Ballroom, and traveloriginating the role of Emma in
costume from the film, according
"USU's Got Talent," in the Morgan
ing musicians will roam campus
the musical "Jekyll and Hyde."
to the college website.
Theatre. Albiston said the event
throughout the week, performing
"She's an outstanding talent,"
The celebration will continue
is open to all students across
Wednesday with "Raising Caine,"
as students walk to class.
said James Bankhead, coordinator
campus to show off their unique
The State Board of Regents has
Albiston also said that in conof the event and head of the music
a musical performance showcastalents. Performers will be judged
elected Regent Bonnie Jean Beesley
department. "When you're looking junction with the Lyric Theatre,
ing the talents of faculty, staff and
by both students and a panel of
to serve as chair-elect, to be the
for someone to do a show like this, Arts Week will also include a
judges, which includes local artist
students of the university. Due
new board chair this summer, takspecial dinner-and-a-show event
you want a great entertainer who
to the success of last year's show,
Kalai. The winner will have the
ing the place of David Jordan who
called Prix Fixe. For $15, students,
understands a broad spectrum of
chance to perform again the folan additional performance has
has served as chair since 2010.
faculty and the community can
music that will be presented at
been added to this year's schedule,
lowing evening.
Regent Dan Campbell was voted as
enjoy dinner at the Bluebird
The week's events will culthe show. And that is Christiane
Albiston said. The performances
vice chair elect.
restaurant in downtown Logan
Noll."
will be at both 6 and 8 p.m. in the
minate with a grand gala Friday
Beesley, of Salt Lake City, was
and then watch the play "Greater
Bankhead said the gala will
Kent Concert Hall.
evening, which will be held in the
first appointed to the Board of
"It's a combination of sublime
Tuna," a comedy about life in a
feature a variety of performances
Kent Concert Hall. The gala will
Regents in 2003. She was elected
small town in Texas. The play
that will appeal to students from
ana ridiculous," Jessop said.
highlight the talents of music,
vice chair in 2006 and has served
stars W. Lee Daily and Stefan
all majors.
"There will be some outrageous
art and theatre students, as well
in that role since then. She has been
Espinoza, who each play a variety
active with numerous organizaof roles.
tions throughout the community,
Students unable to attend Arts
' including serving on the Salt Lake
Week events can still get a taste of
Community College Board of
the diverse offerings of the Caine
Trustees for seven years.
College of the Arts when stude~ts
Campbell, of Provo, is a manperform at the USU basketball
aging general partner at EsNet
halftime show on Jan. 26.
Group, a privately held investment
Jessop said he encourages stucompany. He previously served as a
dents to attend at least one event,
member of Utah Valley University's
even if th.ey are not affiliated with
Board of Trustees, as well as the
the college.
Board of Governors for the Provo
"The event was designed by
School District Foundation and is
(students), for (students)," he said.
a National Advisory Council memBoth Jessop and Bankhead
ber for BYU's Marriott School of
agreed, the universal appeal of
Management.
Arts Week its events have been
"I look forward to my new posidesigned with the tastes of a wide
tion in Board of Regents leadership
variety of students in mind.
and am excited to contribute to the
"The arts speak closer to the
growth and prosperity of higher
quality of life than almost any
education in Utah," Campbell said.
other issue," Jessop said. "It's
what we turn to when we need
a lift or some comfort or refuge.
Arts Week is a celebration of our
shared cultural heritage. It's a
The policy of The Utah Statesman
time to celebrate and honor excelis
to
correct any error made as soon
lence, but it's also a time to have
as
possible.
lf you find something you
some fun and let our hair down."
would like clarified or find in error,
Bankhead agreed with Jessop
please contact the editor at 797-1742,
when he said, "The week is about
statesman@aggiemail.usu.eduor
an expression of universal human
come in to TSC 105.
emotion. That's what the arts are
all about."
CONTINUING THE TRADITION from last year, faculty and students from the Caine College of the Arts will perform
[I Compiled from staff

Traditionalevents as well as new creationshighlight Arts Week

Boardof Regents
names chair elect

ClarifyCorrect

at halftime of the men's basketball game Jan. 26. This performance will bring Arts Week to a close, after a planned week of
performances and art displays. Statesman file photo

- m.van911@aggiemail.usu.edu and media reports
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Frugalityhelpsstudentsfinddebt-freepathto graduation
McKee'sparentsare his
biggestinfluencein keepinghis
financesin check,he added.
"I think it's important(to
budget)so that youknowwhere
your moneygoes,and youcan
lookforareas that needto be
cut backon if youstart having
problemswith financialaid,"
McKeesaid."If youpay for
thingsand youdon'thaveany
debt,youdon't everhaveto
worryaboutinterestson the
debtsyouhave."

McKeestarted planning
his financesright after he
graduatedfromhigh school,
he said.He budgetedand spent
his moneyon foodand rent
and savedthe rest so that he
couldpay offother necessary
expenses.
McKeesaid debt is not
necessarilya bad thing if people
pay it off,however,whenpeople
get in too much debt and don't
try to pay it off,it can be a
problemdownthe road.

JeanLown,a professorin the
family,consumerand human
developmentdepartment
who teachesadvancedfamily
finance,saidshe encouragesher
studentsto start savingthrough
Utah EducationalSavingsPlan
(UESP)as soon as they have
children.
Shesaid typicallyUSU
studentsgraduatewith low
amountsofloan debt, and,
froma nationalperspective,
Utahstudentsreceiverelatively
smallloan amounts.
"Oneof the problemsis that
a lot of them take waytoo long
to graduate,"she said. "They'll
be better offtakingsome
studentloansand workingless
so that they can studymore."
Lownsaid studentsshould
visit the FamilyLifeCenter:
Housingand Financial
Counseling,whichis locatedat
the bottomof OldMain Hill,to
talk to a counselorand attend
its workshops.
"Nutsand Boltsof Nickels
and Dimes"is a basicfinancial
managementworkshopthat is
offeredby the center.Students
can alsovisitmint.com,a
securedonlinetoolforpersonal
finance.The site,whichhas
morethan 6 millionusers,
allowsusersto set budgets,create plans for reachingfinancial
goals,get free financialadvice
and observeall accountsin one
placeat any time of the day.
Lownalso teachesa monthly
workshopcalled"Financial
ON AVERAGE, USU STUDENTS graduate with $15,200 in student loans. However, there are students, like Steve McKee, who stay out PlanningforWomen."
months.
"I budgeteda certain
amount of moneyeachmonth,"
McKeesaid. "Theyhad a
The averagestudent-loan
minimumpayment,but I paid a
debt for a USUgraduateis
lot morethan that, so that I can
$15,200,but thanks to a good
pay it offa lot faster."
job and some frugality,Steve
McKeeworkedalmost
McKeehas $15,200lessto
everysemesterthroughouthis
worryabout.
undergraduateyears.He said
McKee,who is workingon
his master'sdegreein engineer- that he wouldhavetaken a loan
had he not had a job.He said
ing,said he'sonlybeenin debt
his summerjobs alsohelped
once- whenhe boughthis
car - but paid it offwithinsix him a lot financially.
BY NADIAH JOHARI
staff writer

"It'sgearedtowardwomen
to encouragethem to take
moreresponsibilityfor their
financialfuture,"she said."The
problem,particularlywith
married couples,is womentend
to deferto their husbandsand
let their husbandstake care of
the big things,likeretirement
planning,investingand life
insurance.I can't tellyouhow
many times a widowor recent
divorceehas said 'I don'tknow
anything,my husbandtook
· care of all these.'"
LaceyHaggan,a senior
majoringin speechcommunicationswho is alsoa mother of
one child,said she has taken
out someloans and will be paying them offafter graduation.
"I plan to developa budget
whereI'll take a percentage
· out of my paycheckeverypay
periodto pay offthe loans,"she
said.
Hagganadjustsher lifestyle
to her incomeby calculating
the costof daycare,vehicular
expensesand rent eachmonth.
The best adviceshesaid she has
for fellowmothersin collegeis
to knowthe amountof money
they haveto workwith.
"Educationhas been the
biggestinfluenceon my ability
to balancemy financesand has
givenme the assuranceto know
that I will havefinancialstability in the future,"she said.

- nadiahJohari@aggiemail.
usu.edu

of debt. Mckee uses a budget and worked during the school year to make ends meet. Photoillustration

Howwillstudentscelebratea snow-lesswinter?
A)"I'll be walkingoutsidemore
often."-Andrea Palmer,senior,
sociology
B)"I'll go paintballing."-Jason
Bistline,junior,mechanical
engineering
C) "I'll go eat icecreamwith
my feetin a pool" -Samuel
Abplanalp,freshman,chemistry

D)"I'llprobablyybe doing
everythingI do in the summer
and do thingsoutside."-Daniel
Vanderwerf,freshman,
undeclared
E)"I'll go to FirstDam."
-DanielleOarkson,junior,
FCHD
F) "I'll be dancingfor snow
to pleasethe snowgods."
-AdrienneBingham,freshman,
businessmarketing
G)''I'll be enjoyingmore
outdooractivitiesand more
exercising."-BrandonItalasano,
freshman,undeclared
H) "I'll probablybe enjoyingno
snowbecauseI hate snowwith
a fierypassion."-LorenBrewer,
senior,comparativepoliticsand
broadcastjournalism

(

(
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'InvisibleWall' is poignant
There
are
romance
novels, there are history
books, there are are adventure stories, and then there
is "The Invisible Wall," a
memoir that doesn't seem
to stick to one genre.
The incredibly told narrative of Harry Bernstein's
childhood
in England is
storytelling
masterpiece.
Whether
he's describing the suicide of a young
World War I veteran or the
lack of a soul in his father,
Bernstein's imagery and
details leave nothing to be
desired.
The story follows young
Bernstein as a 5-year-old
at the onset of the war. He
lives in a small English mill
town divided by anti-Ssemitism. The town is literally
split down the middle, with
Jews living on one side of
the street and Christians
living on the other.
Being told by a small
Jewish boy gives the entire
story an interesting perspective on growing up
among extreme hatred. He
doesn't understand why
him and his brothers are

lnvrsible
Woll"
rade:A

beat up on their way home
from school or why the
woman who owns the store
across the street gives him
dirty looks when he comes
in to buy candy. He simply
knows that being a Jew
means being scorned.
At first, Harry understands very little of the
reasoning behindof why
he does what he does. As
a child, he is content to
be a follower, to respect
the sasbbath and to attend
"cheder,"
a traditional
Jewish school that taught
the basics of Judaism and
Hebrew. As he grows, he,
like many of us, is forced
to see different
viewpoints that conflict with his
beliefs.

As Harry gets older
and the war carries on, he
begins to see signs of the
two sides of his neighborhood crossing over and
causing ripples throughout
the culture of the small
town. His neighbor Sarah
is sent to Australia after
her parents hear news
of her involvement with
a "batesema," or a nonJjew. For those practicing
Hasidic Judaism, marrying
outside the faith is often
the equivalent of death.
This knowledge strikes fear
into hearts of many parents
around the town.
Without
her parents
knowledge, Harry's sister
Lily becomes involved with
a Christian boy named
Arthur. The only person
who knows the extent
of herthe relationship is
Harry, who promises to
keep the secret safe from
the ears of his parents.
When Arthur is sent
to war, Harry's mother
schemes to involve Lily
with the young rabbi of the

Lo~anine!dt&
Open
Moo-'Jhur
2-9p.m.,
Fri-Sat
II a.m.-10
p.m.

Art Supp1es
StudentDiscount20%

Motel
and
HotPools
open

yearrowtd!

60 West100North
Lo an• 753-0333

3696 N. 1600 E. PrestonID
6 milesnorth of Prestonon Hwy 34)

www.riverdaleresort.com
208 852-0266

• See JEWISH Page 7

The best, worst films of 2011
BY SIMON FISHER

staff writer
The year 2010 saw such
film making successes as
Darren Aronofsky's "Black
Swan" and Christopher
Nolan's "Inception." As usual,
with the good came the bad,
and Hollywood
released
such disappointments
as
M. Night Shyamalan's "The
Last Airbender," and Roger
Kumble's "Furry Vengeance."
With the eclipse of 2011,
I offer to you some of my
insights into some of the
best and worst movies of
the year.There were a number of great movies which
were accompanied by poor
counterparts. Here is a look
back at a few of the best and
worst movies of 2011.

"Super 8"
Set in the summer of
1979, a group of young
friends inadvertently film an
intense train crash, which
they discover has a inister
and extra-terrestrial explanation. "Super 8" combines
ements of mystery, action
and suspense to create a
genuinely interesting movie.
What's more, director J.J.
Abrams, in collaboration
with Stephen Spielberg,
reveals how throwing aliens

into a storyline does not simply result in mindless and
illogical action, as we saw
earlier in the year with the
disappointing "Cowboys and
Aliens." Instead, "Super 8"
appears more a tribute to
the supernaturalism of "E.T."
and "Close Encounters of the
Third Kind."
One could accuse "Super
8" of catering more to an
underage audience, given
that its cast consists of
mostly children, but most
refreshingly
child act9rs
Riley Griffiths, Elle Fanning
and Joel Courtney deliver
superb performances and
their relative newness to the
film-making industry does
not compromise the film's
dramatic effectiveness.
Overall, Abrams successfully combines suspense with
explosive special effects, but,
most importantly, he makes
the audience care about the
fate of his likable young protagonists, who are plunged
into a world of action and
mayhem.

"X-Men:First Class"
"X-Men: First Class" is
another success of 2011.
In the latest installment of
the widely successful X-Men
series, the film reveals the
origins of the X-Men squad

and the rivalry between
humans and mutants that
characterizes the previous
X-Men movies. It is obvious
that the very nature of a prequel invites an array of complications. The director must
cast and portray characters
See FILM, Page 7
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Utah-based bluegrass group Ryan Shupe and the
Rubberband will perform a free concert on campus Friday
night at t LDS Institute building. The show will be the
first one
band has played onUSU's campus since 2009.

All-YOU-CAN-EAT

st time the Instmite has orought in a band
This is t
Bosshardt, president of
in at least eight years, said Keiby
the Institute's student council. When the council started
to plan, he said it wanted an event that would appeal to
the entire student body. Organizers expect around 1,500
people to attend the concert.

•we want everybody to know that the Institute is more
than just religious classes," Bosshardt said. "This is a
good,clean, social environment."

SllAD

- allee.evensen@aggiemail.usu.edu
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New releases win
to be his sidekick one last
time. After a few near-death
experiences, Holmes dressing as a woman and some
unexpected twists later, the
world is again saved. I promise that isn't a spoiler. It gets
better than my little predictable details.
There were twists and
turns that got me questionSeveral movies came out ing the entire story. The end
while we were all being couch was the best part. I loved
potatoes over Christmas it. These guys know what
break. I saw three: "Sherlock they are doing. I do have one
Holmes," "New Year's Eve" complaint though. Where did
and "Mission Impossible." I Rachel McAdams go? She
could not possibly write just had just a few minutes of
one review when I saw all screen time in this second
three in less than a month, so film, however, she owned it.
I decided to give you a little
"Mission: Impossible something about each film.
Ghost Protocol" was the last
If
you
have
liked but not worst movie I saw this
"Valentine's Day" you will break. I will always be a fan of
love "New Year's Eve." It is Tom Cruise, mainly because DIRECTOR STEVEN SPIELBERG, right, observes Jeremy Irvine, left, rehearse a scene with Joey, the horse, on the set of DreamWorks
one of those all-starcast, chick the first time I can remember
Pictures' "War Horse," an epic adventure set against a sweeping canvas of rural England and Europe during the World War I. AndrewCooper/
flicks that is incredibly predict- seeing him on screen was in CourtesyDreamWorksPictures/MIT
able. Is it worth it? There are the first "Mission: Impossible."
From Page 5
hunky men and sexy women I was 8 years old and had the
to be found throughout the biggest crush on him. It wasn't
entire movie. Even pregnant until later that I saw his betterJessica Biel looked good. known movies like "Top Gun"
that resemble their sequel are awesome in the true as a woman is the premise py Geordie soldier would be
"High School Musical" star and "Jerry McGuire."
counterparts.
sense of the word. At times of a 2011 comedy.
naive enough to traverse the
Zac Efron played one of the
Comparing all the Mission
However,
director
laugh-out-loud funny - as
Further, lacking the emo- almost certain death of nobest parts in the movie. He movies, nothing beats the
Vaughn does Asgard-born Thor strug- tional emphasis of "Mrs. man's land, converse and
was charming, good looking first, it is just a classic. With Matthew
a
great
job
of presenting gles to adapt to his earthly Doubtfire," this film offers joke with an enemy German
and funny - not to mention that said, Tom Cruise has still
single. Basically, this movie got it. I guess Katie Holmes is believable, and both likable exile - Thor does not fail nothing more unique than soldier and rescue a rather
follows the lives of a select keeping him young because and hate-able characters; to achieve laughs, and the a curious cameo from Al romanticized horse.
Now, one can retort that
few and their New Year's Eve he was just as intrepid as although one can be for- romantic subplot with the Pacino. Still, very young
given for letting out a brief gorgeous Natalie Portman audiences may derive some a film based on a children's
endeavors.
ever, swinging around the
amusement from the slap- novel will
unavoidably
One of the characters tallest building in the world. sigh upon discovering that creates further diversity
overlr-emotional
(Lea Michelle) is the backup The graphics were really the main antagonist, like to Hemsworth's hammer- stick comedy, most of which contain
wielding persona.
will appear close to vulgar and intellectua inaccurate
singer and gets possibly the well done and the fact that so many other Hollywood
Now that I've looked at to any mature viewer.
scenes and that I should cast
break of a lifetime - work- super-cool spy gadgets were titles, is - once again - a
some of the best films of
my socio-political analysis of
ing for some famous musician revealed in this film made me Nazi.
"War
Horse"
War
Horse aside. However,
James
McAvoy
delivers
a
2011,
I
will
poke
some
fun
at
played by Bon Jovi. Ashton even more intrigued.
convincing role as Charles the ones that did not quite
as an Englishman myself, I
Kutcher's character hates the
The story for this is basically
Spielberg's anticipated
cannot help but feel that this
holiday and refuses to go out the same idea as any M:I film Xavier, and similarly Michael make it last year.
Fassbender
encapsulates
2011
Christmas
release
movie has confirmed my
until he meets said backup or even "Sherlock Holmes." It
"War Horse" tells the story suspicion that the Devonish
singer. Besides,how can you centers around a super-talent- the Machiavellian yet sub.. "Jackand Jill"
of an unbreakable bond accent in any artistic guise
say no to Lea Michele? She ed ninja-like protagonist who tly moral spirit that we love
The mild semblance of between man and beast will tantalize any inquisitive
is ldina Menzel reincarnated. fights evil to save the world. about Magneto. Comic
book lovers will be unavoid- storyline offered by direc- during one of the darkest American to part with the
Another prominent character, The difference is the "how"
ably enticed to watch this tor Dennis Dugan involves recesses of human history, cost of a movie ticket.
Hilary Swank, is running the they accomplish such a feat.
title, however, ''X-Men: First the rivalry between Jack World War I. To name this
ltisunfairthoughtoentireball drop. There are many stoSeeing the newest Tom
ries and types of people that Cruise hit in IMAX gave it an Class" offers the exciting Sadelstein, played by Adam movie one of the worst of ly condemn "War Horse" as
are portrayed in this movie. I extra edge. Also, if you are visuals and interesting char- Sandler, and his twin sister 2011 is probably a harsh an ignorance of the horrors
thoroughly enjoyed it. I have a big fan of the first Mission acters that are imperative to Jill, also played by Sandler, accusation on my part, of war, because the movie
did include intense fighting
no complaints about acting movie, there were a lot of ref- attracting newcomers to the as she sojourns with Jack's given its huge production
Marvel franchise.
family during Thanksgiving. cost of over $66 million; scenes, which attracted its
or plot.
erences in the fourth movie.
Unfortunately, "Jack and but because the movie was PG-13 certification. Despite
The next movie I saw I It added to the overall enterJill" offers little more than marketed as a Christmas any problems I have with
"Thor"
also had very few complaints tainment factor of the film.
a gaudy concoction of anti- sell-out, I feel my criticism is the storyline, one canabout, but how can you comWith so many good choicSemitic and al Qaida-based justified.
not deny that the visuals
Director
Kenneth
plain about classic characters es, it was hard to pick the best
As a young adult, I can- of "War Horse" were at
Branagh's summer block- jokes. Even worse, Dugan
like Holmes and Watson?
film this Christmas break, so I
It is hard to compare want to award each individual buster spans the ascen- waits only 20 minutes before not help but deplore the times stunning. Spielberg's
"Sherlock Holmes" with film its own little award. "New sion of Thor, played by resorting to most tedious expectation that I would "be directorial mastery really
moved to tears." I found surfaces when he captures
Chris fart jokes.
"New Year's Eve" since they Year's Eve" gets the "Aw, that Australian-born
Any
sympathy
that the movie corny, over- the rich and colorful English
fall into two completely differ- was cute with all those movie Hemsworth, from a reckless
ent genres. I was very pleased stars acting together" award. and mighty prince of Asgard one can feel for Jill, who hyped and even historically countryside. Nevertheless, I
is shunned by her brother, anachronistic. After leaving can't help but feel that if the
into a true hero, following
with the first Holmes flick and "Sherlock Holmes"
gets
wholly
dissipates with the the cinema, I felt somewhat movie was marketed as a
his
banishment
to
earth
had high expectations for the the "I have no idea what is
next. I knew it would be good going to happen next" award. after provoking an ancient relentlessly annoying shrieks peeved at Spielberg's depic- children's movie rather than
and my instincts were right. "Mission Impossible" gets the war. It is no secret that Thor, and shouts of the cross- tion of the Battle of the Christmas blockbuster, my
The story went a little like "Holy cool stunts and gad- along with most marvel dressed Sandler. In a society Somme. I hardly think dur- cynicism would abate.
becoming fixated with polit- ing a battle in which more
this: Holmes finds his long- gets" award. But the big prize productions, is formulaic.
- simon.fisher@aggiemail.
ical correctness, one has to than 1 million soldiers lost
However,
Branagh
shows
lost love, played by Rachel• goes to... drum roll please...
usu.edu
McAdams, and gets intel- "Sherlock Holmes." Hooray us that a combination of question why a man dressed their lives, that one slap-hapaction, romance, peril and
ligence on a rising criminal for a new year of movies.
humor can create a very
- Professor James Moriarty.
watchable
blockbuster.
He finds more about the man
- anike.pullens@aggiemail.
Thor has a huge numand his plot for world destrucusu.edu
ber of special effects that
tion.
deliver battle scenes that
Holmes convinces Watson

Film industryfull of ups and downsin 2011

BOOK REVIEW,From Page 5

'Wall'is intriguingstoryof growingup Jewish
town. Much to her dismay,
Lily refuses his interest,
waiting for her true love to
return. Twisted into a plot
based on acceptance and
religious conflict, the love
story between Arthur and
Lily proves to be one of the
most intriguing parts of the
book. It's a modern day
"Romeo and Juliet," with
an end just as heartbreaking.
It wasn't until the afterword of the book that I
realized Bernstein didn't
publish the "The Invisible
Wall" until he was 96 years
old. Bernstein said people
have questioned how he
remembered details from
nearly 90 years before. In

tute family, Harry's father
began working in a slaughter house at 5 years old. By
the time he was 12, he was
a heavy drinker. In his teenage years, he came home
and tormented his family,
eventually causing them to
move to the countryside
one day while he was at
work.
There is not one point
in the story that he showsportrays
any love, or
acceptance for his children. Unlike most of the
caring, Jewish fathers in
the town, his story is one
of mental illness. Because
he was never shown love,
he simply doesn't have the
ability to care. Through his

response, he asked them childhood, Harry watches
how he could forget his
father's drunken rages or
his sister's screaming when
she was dragged out the
door by her hair. The memories were etched permanently into his mind, and
now are etched into the
minds are thousands of
readers across the country.
One story line that
appears more quietly than
the others is that of Harry's
father. It took me reading
between the lines to understand the profound effect
that his father's actions had
on him. Born into a desti-

his father drink and gamble
away his money, leaving his
wife and children hungry.
Even as an adult, Harry has
little emotion for his father.
He was simply a figurehead.
Wtiile the book is set
the in early 20th century, the ideas that it carries are timelessuniversal.
It pits love against religion,
a conflict that has been
alive since the beginning
of time. While the literal
war rages in the countries
around him, Harry is at war
with himself. His culture

For YourPrincess

will not allow him to remain
faithful to his family and
his religion, forcing him to
make incredible choices at
a young age.
While readers will find
some bias in the story, it's
definitely a read I would
suggest. It portrays a culture that was pivotal at the
turn of the century. While
it's not to the same extent,
I guarantee readers from
the area in which we live
in will be able draw parallels to their own lives. Sit
down and finish this one
on a rainy day, I promise you'll learn something
about yourself.

-a//ee.evensen@aggiemail.
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

TouchBase

USUon top of WAC

AggieSchedules

I

Men's Basketball

BYCURTIS LUNDSTROM
staff writer

10 minutes, and USUled by
no more than three.
Utah State held a 16-15
Senior guard Brooke
advantage before it blew the
game open with a 15-4 run
Jackson scored 18 points
as the Utah State women's
over a span of four minutes.
basketball team topped New
Senior forward Maddy
MexicoState University 74-56 · Plunkett, who finished with
13 points, led the surge
on Thursday.
"Brooke values her role,"
with eight points during the
stretch, and the defense held
head coach Raegan Pebley
New Mexico to four points,
said. "She brings a great
scoring mentality, and
all of which came in a span of
she's improved immensely
30 seconds during the fourdefensively."
minute burst.
The battle of the Aggies
"The defense was very
strong," Pebleysaid. "That's
opened Western Athletic
what won us the game. It
Conference play for both
schools, but neither team
helped get us some great open
looks in transition, and we
was able to establish any
momentum early on. NMSU's disrupted what they were trying to do offensively."
largest lead of the game was
Coming off the bench,
by two points, as the teams
traded baskets during the first Jackson gave USU its largest

SATURDAY,
JAN. 14

USUat Louisiana
Tech,7 p.m.
THURSDAY,
JAN. 19
USUat Seattle,7 p.m.

Women's Basketball
SATURDAY,
JAN. 14

USUat Louisiana
Tech,5 p.m.
THURSDAY,
JAN, 19

USUvs.FresnoState,7 p.m.,

Hockey
SATURDAY,
JAN. 14
USUvs.Colorado,
7 p.m.

Indoor Track.
SATURDAY,
JAN. 14

USUat IdahoStateInvitational

Gymnastics
FRIDAY,JAN. 13

USUat Utah,7 p.m.,
Sa.ItLakeCity

Men'sTennis
TUESDAY,
JAN. 17

JUNIOR GUARD DEVYN CHRISTENSEN makes a move
on a UYU defender in a game earlier this season. TODDJONESphoto

Men's Basketball
WAC
Nevada
2·0
NMSU
1-0
Hawaii
1-0
UtahState 1-1
Idaho
1-1
La.Tech
0-1
SJSU
0-1
FresnoState 0-2

OVERALL
12·3

11·5
9·6
9--7
8·8
8·8
6·9
7-10

Women'sBasketball
WAC
UtahState 1-0
FresnoState 0-0
La.Tech
0-0
Hawa11
0·0
SJSU
0-0
Idaho
0-0
Nevada
0-0
NMSU
0-1

OVERALL
10·5
12·4
7-8
5-10
5·10
5-11
4·11
3-13

WACResults
Men'sBasketball
Thursday,
Jan.12
San Jose State57,Nevada81
UtahState60,
NewMexico
State80
Idaho90,Louisiana
Tech88OT
Hawaii
74,FresnoState68OT

Women'sBasketball

Tuesday,Jan.
10
Nevada85,CSUBakersfield
76

Wednesday,
Jan.11
FresnoState,Seanle61

Thursday,
Jan.12
UtahState74,
NewMexico
State56
Idaho54,Louisiana
Tech66

Top25
Syracuse(60) 17-0
Kentucky(5) 15-1
North Carolina 14-2
Baylor
15-0
OhioState
15-2
MichiganState 14-2
Indiana
15-1
8 Duke
13-2
9 Missouri
14-1
10 Kansas
12-3
11 Georgetown 13-2
12 UNLV
16-2
13 Michigati
13-3
14 Louisville
13-3
15 MurrayState 16-0
16 Virginia
14-1
17 Connecticut 12-3
18 KansasState 12-2
19 Florida
12-4
20 MississippiState
13-3
21 Gonzaga
13-2
22 San DiegoState 13-2
23 Creighton
13-2
24 SetonHall
14-2
25 Marquette
12-4
l

2
3
4
5
6
7

Othersreceiving votes:

Wisconsin97,Alabama
40, Vanderbilt37,West
Virginia33,NewMexico28,
SaintMary's18,Harvard
16,Illinois14,Arkansas
11,Stanford9, Saint Louis
7,Dayton2, IowaState 1,
Wagnerl
Droppedfrom rankings:

Wisconsin18, Harvard22

See VICTORY, Page 10
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USUat IdahoState,1:30p.m.

WACStandings

lead of the half on her only
field goal of the half - a
3-pointer made with six seconds remaining before t
break - at 40-26. The trans
fer from Arizona finished
with five points on l-of-3
shooting and was 2-2 from~
free-throw line.
.\
Then the floodgates ;;.l
opened.
Jackson didn't miss a shot
in the second half, hitting all
six field goals, including a
3-pointer that put Utah State
up by 17with three minutes 1
remaining. The lead increase;
to 20 before a New Mexico
State basket pulled the final
margin to 18.
Jackson was one of four
USUplayers in double digits

USU
loses
battle
of
Aggies
in
Las
Cruces
---------

BYTYLERHUSKINSON
assistantsports editor

basketballteam. Weshouldn't
take universitymoneyif we're
goingto comeout on a trip and
USU'sfirst test on the road in playthis bad. That wasa joke.
but
"I take full responsibility,
the WesternAthleticConference
didn't quiteturn out as it hoped. we basicallyjust quit competing.
Wegavein, and wefouledthem,
USUwent into halftime
and they eithershot free throws
tied withNewMexicoState
or dunkedon us."
34-alland tied the southern
Aggies48-allwith 13:04left in
ForwardKyiseanReed,who
struggledmightilyand didn't
the game,but then the offense
scoreat all againstNevada,led
sputtered.NewMexicoState
finishedthe gameon a 32-12run Utah Statewith 18pointson
to win the game80-60at the Pan 6-of-8shootingfrom the field
AmericanCenterin LasCruces, and 6-of-9shootingfrom the
free-throwline.
N.M.
"I wasjust completelyineffec"Wequit playing,"USU
tivein the game,so fcame out
headcoachStewMorrillsaid.
tonightwith a differentattitude
"It wasembarrassing.I can't
rememberthe last time I'vebeen and tried to imposemy will,"
Reedsaid of his turnaround
thisembarrassedaboutour

--

s 80

SCOREBOARD --

(12-5)
(2-0) '

UTAHST.(9-8)
Berger0-50-0 0, Grim2-3
4-6 8, Reed6-8 6-9 18,Pane
7-121-216,Medlin3-101-2
9, Clifford0-10-0 O,Thoseby
1-50-0 2, Farris0-34-4 4,
Bruneel0-2 1-21,Stone1-10-2
2, Premasunac0-0 0-0 0. Totals
20-5017-2760.

Halftime- Tied34-34.
3-PointGoals- UtahSt.3-16
(Medlin2-5,Pane 1-4,Farris
0-1,Bruneel0-1,Berger0-2,
Thoseby0-3),NewMexicoSt.
3-12(McKines2-4,Laroche1-3,
Mullings0-1,Sy0-4).Fouled
Out- Clifford,Grim,Nephawe.
Rebounds- UtahSt.31 (Reed
NEWMEXICOST.(12-5)
6), NewMexicoSt.42 (McKines
McKines4-103-5 13,
11).Assists- Utah St.8 (Pane
Watson3-33-5 9,Rahman
3),NewMexicoSt 14(Laroche
4-113-5 11,Laroche4-8 1-410, 6).TotalFouls- UtahSt.25,
Mullings8-10l-317,Sy3-112-3 NewMexicoSt. 19.Technicals
8, Nephawe4-8 4-412. Totals
- Nephawe,Sy.A - 5,214.
30-6117-2980.

performance.
SeniorguardBrockeithPane
made a jumperwith 15:31left to
playin the first half to giveUSU
(9-8,1-2WAC)its largestleadof
the gameat 12-7,but the Aggies
wentwithoutscoringoverthe
next four minutes.
Pane scored16points to
go with three assistsand three
turnovers.
"Hedid bouncebackand give
us something,"Morrillsaid of
Reed."I thoughtBrockeithwas
real solidand aggressive.They
werereallyaboutthe onlyguys
that had verygoodgames."
Morrillsaidhe wasconcernedaboutNMSU's(12-5,
2-0 WAC)lengthand abilityto
rebound.USUstruggledgreatly
downlowagainstthe southern
Aggies.Muchof the problemwas
due to seniorMorganGrimand
freshmanBenCliffordgetting
intofoultrouble.
"It'sridiculous- Morgan
and Benin foultroublethe whole
night,and they can't evenbe on
the floor,"Morrillsaid. "We're
out there with guysthat aren't
veryexperiencedon the post.
"Yeah,they'rebig and they're
physicaland theycouldhavebeat
us anyway,but it shouldn'thave
been like that. It shouldn'thave
beenjust a disasterdownthe
stretch.That'sridiculous."
NewMexicoStateoutreboundedUSU39-28.
Simplyput, USUdid not play
a full 40 minutesofbasketball.
"Wewerehangingin there,"

Morrillsaid."Weweren'tplaying
great,but we werehangingin
there.Theymadethe game40
minutes,not 26. You'vegotto
haveenoughoomphand toughness to competefor 40 minutes,
especiallyon the road.It'sjust
reallydisappointing.Youcan't
sugarcoathowwe werethe last
14minutes.It'sjust ridiculous."
ForMorrill,histeam'seffort
in the lossleft much to be
desired.
"We'vehad losseswherewe
competedand playedpretty well
and closegamesand gameswe
couldhavewon,and fve been

fine aftenvard,becausewegave
ourselvesa chanceand wewere
gettingbetter,but there'sno
excusefor this,"he said."PlayeNI
and coachesshouldall be embaP
rassed.It wasa joke."
Freshmanguard Daniel
Mullingsscored19points to
leadNewMexicoStatewhile
seniorforwardWendellMcKines
chippedin a double-double
with 13 pointsand 11 rebounds.
SeniorcenterHarniduRahman
finishedwith 11points.

- ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.ed1
•

UTAH STATE FORWARD KYISEAN REED drives during
the Nevada game Jan. 7. CODYGOCHNOURphoto

GYMNASTICS

Gymnastsspringinto new season of action
BYMEREDITHKINNEY
sportssenior writer
It's the end of practice and the Utah State
gymnastics team is wrapping up with conditioning.
One girl pulls herself up the rope with only her arm
strength. Another digs into the ground as she pushes
a folded mat across the floor. Each is cheered by her
teammates who have just as much enthusiasm as
they would if they were cheering on a routine.
The Aggies are young this year. Only two seniors
anchor their lineup, but that's not a problem for
Utah State gymnastics head coach Jeff Richards.
"The skill levelwe have is definitely much higher.
At the beginning of the year we started out with six
IO.O'son vault," Richards said. "We'vegot one or two
more that are maybe a little iffy but could do well on
vault. That's been our weakest event."
Richards said the new team members brought in
new talents, who along with veterans are expected to
help the Aggies to the next level.
"I think our standouts will be Sarah Landes,
Katlyn Betts on vault, Amelia Montoya, I think will
surprise people this year, and Amanda Watamiach,"
Richards said.
Richards said he recruited Betts specifically for
her vault talents, an event the Aggieshave struggled

with in the past.
"I'm feeling really confident now,"Betts said. 'Tm
ready to go and I'm ready to get out there."
The freshman from Michigan was the Junior
Olympic national vault champion before coming
to Utah State, Her talent along with those of Sarah
Landes, a freshman from Oklahoma, should rejuvenate the Aggie team.
Betts said she is excited for her collegegymnastics career to start.
"Doing gymnastics our whole lives, we've looked
up to collegegymnasts," Betts said. "Now,it's our
time to do it, so I'm excited to see what it's like on
the other side."
The Aggieswere picked to finish third in the
Western Athletic Conferencepreseason poll, but
Richards has his eyes set higher.
"We want to finish well in the WAC,make it
to regionals and then hopefully make it farther,"
Richards said. "We haven't made it to regionals as a
team yet, but that's our goal."
The Aggies have some mountains to climb. A
few of their top performers are injured to start the
season.
"We started off the year already behind the eight
ball," Richards said. "We have three girls, two with
season-ending injuries and one who couldn't do

anything until November so we were behind there."
Despite the short numbers, the Aggies are pushing through.
"We shouldn't let it affect us, but already almost
everyone has something, so we're just pushing
through," senior beam specialist Haley Hogan said.
"I don't think we're going to let it affect us, because
we don't want to let any of our team down."
As a young team, Richards has made some
adjustments with the team to work toward its WAC
goals.
"We'veput in a lot of time," Richards said. "We.vt
put a lot of work on leadership and focusing in on..
how to calm themselves down. They're ready - the}
need to trust that."
Trust is a reccurring theme for Aggie gymnastics
"We just need to trust in ourselves more," Hogan
said. "I think we have struggled with that."
Betts agreed and said short numbers can be
discouraging but trust will remedy that.
"We're a little bit low on numbers, but these girls
who are up in lineup are ready to go. We just have
to believein ourselves and go out and do what we'v:
got to do," Betts said.

- meredith.kinney@aggiemail.usu.e
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Jazzfall to Lakersat home in overtimebout
BY MEREDITH KINNEY

sports senior writer
When the Los Angeles
Lakers came to Salt Lake City
Wednesday night, the Jazz
were looking at their first big
challenge of the season. Kobe
Bryant dropped 40 points as
the Jazz watched their fourpoint overti.me lead slip away
in the final seconds.
The Jazz didn't pick up a
win, but for Jazz head coach
Ty Corbin, the 90-87 overtime defeat wasn't a loss.
"We played against a good
team tonight, and they were a
little bit better than we were,"
Corbin said. "Our effort was
great, man. The guys did a
great job of hanging in there.
I was proud of my guys."
Forward Paul Millsap had
a season-high 29 points for
the Jazz and pulled down

eight rebounds. Utah forward
Josh Howard had 18 points
off the bench to continue his
recent success.
The Jazz were down by five
with two-and-a-half minutes
left to play, but Howard went
to work hitting two free
throws and a 3-pointer to tie
up the game at 76. Bryant
hit a long 2-pointer with 39
seconds left, and Millsap
answered on the Jazz's next
possession, tipping the ball in
the basket to push the game
into overtime.
With 59 seconds left in
the extra period, Howard
hit a 3-pointer from the left
wing to give the Jazz a fourpoint lead at 85-81. A 7-0
run sparked by five-straight
points from forward/center
Pau Gasol, including a rare
3-pointer put the Lakers back
on top by three.

"They made shots, they
came down and Pau made the
three in the corner," Corbin
said. "Kobe made a big shot.
They made shots and we
missed a couple."
Millsap hit a jump shot
and a Bryant miss gave the
Jazz the ball back with 16
seconds left to play.
The Jazz got the ball to
center Al Jefferson under
the basket but Jefferson was
stuffed by L.A.'s Andrew
Bynum.
"Gordon made a good
drive. I thought Al got a good
shot at the basket there,"
Corbin said.
The Jazz had plenty of
opportunities to take the
lead, especially from the freethrow line. They missed five
points in overtime.
"Look at the end of the
game. We didn't get a lot of

free throws, but we missed
five," Corbin said. "It's in
overtime and every basket
counts."
Jazz guard Raja Bell agreed
with his coach.
"Things like that always
hurt, but that's part of the
game," Bell said. "If we don't
shoot them well that night,
then we've got to compensate
somewhere else."
Bell did his best to
compensate going up against
Bryant on defense. The battle
between the two continued in
the locker room.
"If he's got to take 31
shots to get 40 points then
that's all you can do," Bell
said. "Anyone taking 31 shots
should score 40."

-(8-4)

SCOREBOARD --

90

c,--0AJ)
87

3-Point Goals - L.A.
Lakers 4-9 (Barnes 1-1,
Gasol l-1, Blake 1-1,Bryant
1-3, Fisher 0-1, World Peace
0-2), Utah 4-14 (Howard 2-3,
Bell 1-2,Harris 1-4, Miles
0-1, Watson 0-2, Hayward
0-2).Fouled Out - Bell.
Rebounds- L.A. Lakers
UTAH(87)
54 (Gasol 11),Utah 58
Hayward 1-70-0 2, Millsap
(Jefferson II). Assists - L.A.
14-241-2 29, Jefferson 5-17
Lakers 17(Fisher 7), Utah
1-2 11,Harris 1-70-0 3, Bell 22 (Harris, Hayward 5).
3-4 0-0 7, Howard 6-14 4-5
TotalFouls - L.A. Lakers
18, Watson 0-4 4-4 4, Favors 18, Utah 22. Technicals
- Gasol, L.A.Lakers defen2-5 0-0 4, Miles 2-6 0-1 4,
Kanter 1-1 1-23, Burks 1-4
sive three second,Bell.
- meredith.kinney@aggiemail. 0-0 2. Totals 36-93 11-1687. A - 19,642 (19,911).
usu.edu Utah
17
14
15
25-71
L.A. Lakers
18
23
30
25-96
L.A. LAKERS(90)
Barnes 5-6 0-0 11, Gasol
5-14 3-414, Bynum 5-13 2-4
12, Fisher 1-5 0-0 2, Bryant
14-3111-1140, Blake 1-20-0
3, Walton 1-30-0 2, World
Peace 1-6 0-0 2, Morris 2-2
0-0 4, Ebanks 0-0 0-0 0.
Totals 35-82 16-1990.

TENNIS

Newfacesfor Agsas tennisswingsintoactionfor 2012
MEGAN BODILY

Staff Writer
Let the grunting begin.
Women's and men's tennis teams
from Utah State pick up action for
spring season for the first time
this week letting depth, experience and motivation lead the way.
USU men's tennis team steps
onto the courts Tuesday, facing
Idaho State University in Pocatello
for its first match of the season.
Injuries plagued the team during pre-season, especially for the
top Aggie players.
Junior Sven Poslusny suffered
a broken pinky finger in fall play
but is back and playing at full
potential.
Freshman Marcus Fritz,

who suffered a shoulder injury,
and Matt Sweet, who suffered
a sprained ankle, are ready for
spring action even though they
are still recovering from their
injuries, head coach Chris Wright
said.
"We are excited about the
season and especially since we are
healthy," Wright said. "We have
good talent, good depth - it's just
a matter of putting in the work
and getting a little lucky."
With a strong lineup in both
singles and doubles, USU will not
overpower its competition but,
rather, beat them down with its
depth and talent, assistant coach
Bryan Marchant said.
"Our depth is our biggest
strength," Marchant said. "We

have a lot of talent in doubles and
are going to be super good."
The men's team only senior
Fredrick Peterson will play along
Poslusny, Fritz and Sweet to lead
the Aggies this season.
"We made a lot of progress
with the men's team this year,"
Marchant said. "We are talented,
with a lot of potential.
The women's team follows suit
Friday, with its season opener at
Boise State University.
After a "mediocre" pre-season,
the Aggies look to improve their
game, Marchant said.
"The women have good experience coming in," Marchant said.
"Last year we felt that the women
underachieved a little bit. We
went to conference and just didn't

our
graduates
■

73 ■ 9o/oof graduates from the Jon M. Huntsman

School of Business land full-time employment
within 3 months of graduation, with a median salary
of
a year·, at places like:

$45k

Intel, Disney, Macy's, American
Express, Ernst & Young, KMPG,
JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs,
Canyon's Resort and more!

If you are worried about finding work after graduation,
consider a minor in business!
•
•
•
•
•

BusinessAdministration
Economics
Finance
HumanResourceManagement
Marketing

•
•
•
•

Accounting
Management
Information
Systems
Entrepreneurship
International
Business

For more information, visit the Huntsman School Advising Center in BUS 309.

JON M.

HUNTSMAN

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

UtahStateUn iversity
*Based on survey of Huntsman School graduating class of 2010-2011conducted November, 2011.

do as well as we wanted them to.
This year they are hungrier, they
are working harder and we are
going to be solid.
The women's team returns
three seniors and is supported
by a strong group of incoming
freshman and are working hard
to prepare for a much-needed win
over the Broncos, Marchant said.
"They really want to beat Boise,
who has always had a good team,"
Marchant said. "They actually
believe they can beat them and
they want it."
Juniors Jaci West and Kristina
Voytsekhovich will lead the team,
along with freshman McKenzie
Davis, who looks to continue her
pre-season performance.
Wright said Davis' all-around

game brings her play to the next
level.
"Davis has played very, very
well (in pre-season)," Wright said.
"We have a lot of confidence in
her coming in. She has a very balanced game."
Struggling through the fall
season, the women's team is ready
to focus and return to action, as
well challenge top teams in the
Western Athletic Conference,
Wright said.
"The girls are enthusiastic to
play quality teams," Wright said.
"It is all going to boil down to
who wants it."

- mega.bodi@aggiemail.usu.edu
♦
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Morrillconcernedwith roadtrip to Ruston,La.
BYTYLERHUSKINSON
assistantsports editor
Part two of USU'sgrueling road trip will be against
the reeling Louisiana Tech ·
Bulldogson Saturday,Jan. 14,
and the Aggieswill look to
bounce back from a blowout
loss to the New MexicoState
Aggieson Thursday.
Junior forward Kyisean
Reed scored 18 points in the
losing effort as New Mexico
State out-rebounded USUand
finished the game on a 32-12
run to win 80-60.
"We'vejust got to come
out and play a full game,"
Reedsaid. "That's all there

is - play a full game, and
we know we have a chance to
. "
wm.
The Bulldogstook an 8-7
record into Western Athletic
Conferenceplay before dropping their first two conference games of the season.
Louisiana Tech fell to New
MexicoState 83-73.
Bulldogguard Raheem
Appleby,who leads the team
in scoring with 12.2points
per game, scored 19points
in a losing effort to NMSU,
and the freshman followed
up that performance with
another 19 points in an overtime loss to Idaho 90-88.
Senior guard Trevor

Gaskins is the only other
Louisiana Tech player averaging double-figurescoring
with 10.4points per game.
The Bulldogshave
struggled on offensethis
season, averagingabout 68
points per game and shooting
a 40 percent clip from the
field overall.
Despitetheir struggles,
USUhead coach Stew
Morrill is impressed with the
Bulldogs.
"It looks to me like they
are playing really hard, very
athletic and causing havoc
with some pressure,"he said.
The Bulldogsfinished in
last place, last season (12-20,

2-14WAC),and Morrill
compared Louisiana Tech to
Fresno State, which struggled
last season and has improved
this season.
"I have only to this point
watched them in their game
against New MexicoState,"he
said. "They're playing hard,
and I am impressed with
what I see.
USUis now 1-6 on the
road, and Morrill is hoping
his team can turn things
around and be successful.
"We haven't been good
enough on the road," Morrill
said. "We need to find a way
to win a road game before
we can even figure that we're

going to get much done.
We'vebeen horrendous on the - ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu
road in terms of wins."

Meet theChallenge

u@

usu (9-8)

LA. TECH

(8-8)

Stew Morrill (14th year)
MichaelWhite (1st year)

Jan. 14, ARENA,
USUprobable
starters
C- Morgan
Grim

F· Kyisean
Reed
F-DannyBerger
G-PrestonMedlin
G-Brockeith
Pane

10.4

9.8
6.4
15.0
11.4

7:05 p.m.
LTUprobable
starters
C- Romario
Souza
G· Brandon
Gibson
G-Kenyon
McNeaill
G-RaheemAppleby
G-Kenneth
Smith

6.1

5.8
6.4
12.2
4.3
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Victory in Las Cruces moves Utah State to top of conference standings
in scoring. Senior forward
AshleeBrownadded 15points
and junior guard Devyn
Christensen chipped in 12.
Utah State finished the game
shooting 44 per{:ent,despite
convertingon 18.2percent of
its 3-point attempts.
"Wedidn't start off the
game very well,"Pebleysaid.
"Butwe got a lot of contribu-

tion, and the focus of our
team was sharp."
NewMexicoStatewas
led by Jasmine Rutledgeand
KelsieRozendaal,who each
finished with 12points.
USUimprovesto 10-5
with the win and 1-0in WAC
play.NMSUfalls to 3-13on
the season, including0-1 in
conference.

Up next for the Aggiesis
LouisianaTech,a team they
were winless against last season. The LadyTechsterscame
awaywith a 17-pointwin in
Louisianaand then posted
an eight-pointwin in Utah
State'sfinal home game of the
season. LouisianaTechis led
by seniors Jasmine Bendolph
at 11.3points per game and

Lo8an
fineArt

ShantaleDonaldsonat 10.0
points per game.
LouisianaTech holds a
8-8 record and will host the
AggiesSaturday,Jan. 14.The
LadyTechstershave won six
of their past eight games,
and this will be their fourthstraight home game.
LouisianaTechleads the
WACin several statistical cat-

egories,includingfield goal
percentageat 43.0 percent and
3-point field goal percentage,
hitting 36.4percent from
beyond the arc.
The LadyTechstersalso
rank secondin 3-point
field goal defenseat 27.8
percent and are third in the
conferencein scoring margin,
despite a being outscored

• Matt Larsen, Oil Painting and
Anatomy
• Trent Gudmundsen, Landscapes
and Figures
Both Artists: $95 per month. Call for
sign-up and information: 753-0333

•

60 West100 North
Lo an• 753-0333

- curtis.lundstrom@aggiemail.usu.edu

I hate Tim Tebow
I am a Broncos fan. I was
born and raised in Colorado.
I spent my formative years
cheering for John Elway.Let
me tell you, watching a quarterback of that caliber will
instill a love for a team in
you.
Then he retired and
there was Brian Griese and
a long chain of mediocrity
under center followed. I sat
through game after game of
Broncos losses. It was painful.
Then everything changed
on April 22, 2010. Head
coach Josh McDaniels made
one of the most controversial decisions in franchise history. He drafted a young, upand-coming quarterback out
of the University of Florida.
Maybe you've heard of him,

ARTCLASSl:S
Monthly

by an averageof minus 0.6
percent.
"(LouisianaTech)is really
good at home," Pebleysaid.
"We need to bring another
really good.defensiveeffort on
Saturday.

his name is Tim Tebow.
Fast forward two years
c1ndthe Denver Broncos note that I said Broncos, as in
the entire team - have made
it through the first round
of playoffs and Tebowmania
has made it around the
nation.
Love him or hate him,
people are talking. But does
he really deserve it?
No. Tebow averaged 144
passing yards per game in
the regular season, which is
hardly legendary. He effectively doubled that in the
postseason game against
the Pittsburgh Steelers, but
there is still the question of
his throwing motion.
It's flat-out ugly - the
extra-long wind up that
starts at his hip and moves
side arm through the throw.
If you have to watch the ball
in slow motion it gets even
worse. It wobbles through
the air on an off-kilter path
in the general direction of a
receiver.
Any pressure, and Tebow
backs up. One play later,
and the Broncos are facing
second and 30, a hole you're
not going to overcome with
a quarterback who runs the
ball a vast majority of the
time. There's no room in the
NFL for an option quarterback who is unable to read
defenses.
So where does all this
hype come from? It's obvi-

ous it is not from his playing
ability.
Purely as a player alone,
he doesn't deserve the
praise, but my problems with
Tebow extend far beyond
that. Whether he has meant
to or not, he's created an
explosion of fandom far
beyond that of any other
athlete.
It's gone too far. There's
something almost sacrilegious about Tebow-ing, the
viral term that refers to dropping down on one knee in
a prayerful pose. I have no
doubt Tebow does it for all
the right reasons and while
it rubs me the wrong way,
I am not going to say anything bad about his religion.
In reality, I applaud him for
sticking to his morals.
It's gotten out of hand.
Tebow drops to one knee
to give his respect to God.
Everyone else does it to show
their respect for Tebow, but
that is not what it is about.
The truth is, whether you
like him or not, he's still winning games. He may be the
luckiest man in the world
or more likely have a very
good supporting cast, but
the Broncos are still picking
up W's. The important thing
to remember is the Broncos
are in the playoffs - not just
Tim Tebow.
He is nothing without the
rest of the team.

- Meredith Kinneyis a junior
majoringin broadcastjournalismand an avid hockey
fan. She hopes one day
to be a big-shot sideline
reporter working for ESPN.
You can also contact her at
meredith.kinney@aggiemail.
usu.edu.
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BRIDAL FAIRE®
Saturday, Jan. 28
USU Student Center
10:00 To 5:00
Fashion Shows at 12:00, 2:00 & 4:00

Free Admission - Free Parking
Many Prizes
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'JoyfulNoise': An
almighty duo lifts
•
every voice
BYSTEPHANIEMERRY
The WashingtonPost
Praise the lord for the
talents of Queen latifah and
Dolly Parton, because without their comedic skills and
I
.~
-•
. ~
saucy portrayals, the gospel'
,.,
I
' I /
'· I I
fueled "Joyful Noise" might
have descended into an
WASH. POST
overwhelming schmaltz-fest.
Times are tough for the
citizens of Pacashau, Ga., and not just because the recession has shuttered most of the town's businesses. The director of the Divinity Church Choir has died, which makes the
group's chances for top prize at the National Joyful Noise
Competition look bleak. To make matters worse, the choir
finds itself divided when Vi Rose Hill (latifah) is chosen over
the choir director's widow, G.G. Sparrow (Parton), to helm
the group. Where Vi is a fan of old standards and traditional
robes, G.G. favors modern routines with costumes that
show off her well-rounded assets. It's a musical quandary
that leads to vocal disputes.
To complicate things, G.G.'s grandson Randy comes to
town and immediately falls for Vi's teen daughter Olivia.
To really complicate things, Vi's son has Asperger's syndrome; her husband has arguably ditched his family to reenlist in the military; one of Olivia's suitors doesn't appreciate
Randy's sudden appearance; G.G. feels lost in the wake of
her husband's recent death; Olivia is going through that
bratty, unappreciative phase so popular with 16-year-olds;
and one of cinema's most awkward flirtations - between
· two choir members - ends in a one-night stand that can be
described only as worst-case scenario.
It's more than enough to shake a person's faith.
Although a number of the overabundant plot points

.
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DOLLY PARTON

and Queen Latifah star in 'Joyful Noise," along with lots of gospel music.

seem designed to tug heartstrings, G.G.'s and Vi's quickwitted jibes slice through the emotional narratives. The
spirited music, delivered by some talented singers, also thins
out the sap. And to ease in non-believers (or those apathetic
toward religious ditties), many of the early ballads - Michael
Jackson's "Man in the Mirror" and "Maybe I'm Amazed" by
Paul McCartney - are crowd-pleasers. These inevitably turn
out to be gateway songs for more religious fare, even if later
selections include quite a pious version of Usher's less-thanholy "Yeah."
Writer-director Todd Graff deserves credit for occasional
self-referential winks at the movie's own over-the-top sentimentality. He also thankfully addresses Parton's confounding
physical features through a running joke. The lovable actress
and country singer is famously open about her adventures in
cosmetic surgery, but that doesn't change the fact that her
hair, which appears to have been crafted from 100 scalped

Barbies, and her immovable, wrinkle-free face can lead to
distraction.
This is most noticeable when Pa(ton, in a serious scene, is
scripted to show emotion, something her taut face renders
impossible. The actress is better served when she's dishing
out hokey country aphorisms or telling her grandson to
"grow a set."
The movie revolves around keeping the faith through
obstacle after obstacle, but the dramedy's ultimate feelgood nature proves infectious, even for those of us whose
weekend routine doesn't include a trip to church. Despite
some mawkish dialogue, there's something to be said for
leaving the theater with a smile. Can I get an amen?

"JoyfulNoise" (PG-13,118minutes) contains strong language, brief violence and sexual situations.

'Rob'goespast the bordersof awful television
that she marries him six weekslater.
Turns out, she eloped mostly to take a
stand against her controlling parents. But
to differentiate"Rob" from so many other
By the time Rob Schneiderhas his pants
comedieswhere Mom and Dad instantly hate
around his ankles and is caught in a comprothe new son-in-law,Maggie'sfamily happens to
mising position with an elderlygrandmother
be MexicanAmerican. And if you don't know
on his new CBSsitcom, "Rob,"you won't be
surprised. You may be horrified and nauseated, where the show is goingfrom there, you must
have never seen a Rob Schneider film.
but definitely not surprised.
As soon as Maggiewarns family-gatheringEvenonly about halfway through the pilot,
the scene seems the natural direction for "Rob," averseRobthat "Mexicanfamilies don't work
that way,"the ethnic punch lines fly fast and
the offensivelyunfunny series premiering
Thursday night. Schneider(of"Saturday Night furious. Rob remarks, "I feellike I'm at a
Julio Iglesiasconcert" upon meeting his new
Live"and "DeuceBigalow:Male Gigolo"fame)
wife'sextensivefamily.Maggie'sfather talks
plays a bland, obsessive-compulsivelandscape
about his carwash company employingmany
architect who just so happens to sweep beautiful, bubbly Maggie (ClaudiaBassols) off her feet immigrants, and laughs, "Between100of them,
I think they have, like, three SocialSecurity
when he stumbles into her dress shop. Maggie
is apparently so taken by his utter averageness numbers."
BYEMILYYAHR
(c) 20/2, The WashingtonPost

• •

'In the Land of Blood and
Honey': Jolietakes charge

Like an uncomfortablestand-up routine
that keeps getting worse ("You'reLatino?Or
Hispanic?Which one is offensive?"),"Rob"
spirals downward as Rob tries to make a good
impressionon his new in-laws(CheechMarin
and Diana Maria Riva).Appropriatelymortified by a son-in-lawwho says things like, "Big
family - now I know what's going on during all
those siestas,"Maggie'sparents seem to think
things can't get worse, until - well. see above
with the sequenceinvolvingMaggie'sabuelita
(Lupe Ontiveros).
Presumably,the rest of the show will entail
the so-called hilarity of Rob, a man who
maybe sees his parents every other Christmas,
adjusting to life with close-knit relatives,with
all sorts of"comedy" about Mexican American
families. Plus, the curious storyline of Uncle
Hector (EugenioDerbez),the family member

who is visiting from Mexico,if visiting is
defined as being a permanent houseguest.
~till, it's a comedyon CBS,which has had
huge successwith tastelessjokes on showssuch
as "Twoand a Half Men" and "2 Broke Girls"
- so no one is really expecting a meaningful
take on classism or blending families or relationships. It would help, though, if the punch
lines were even a little bit funny. Evenwhen
the traditional sitcom group-hug ending comes
around at the end of each episode, the show has
already lost all its goodwill.
In the end, some people will be very
offendedby what they see on "Rob,"although
given the mind-blowingpopularity of the
aforementionedcomedies,some may find it
just what they're looking for. A better solution,
however,would be to just close your eyes and
pretend it doesn't exist.

Changesto Oscarrules Get mixed responses

making it more workablefor our branch members,
too."
But if streamlining the viewingand voting
The documentary world has been abuzz this week with processes bodes well,plenty of nonfiction filmmakers
frankness. (Jolie is
the news that the Academyof Motion Picture Arts and expressedconcern - if not outrage - at the rule requirBYANN
just
as
hard
on
the
ing a New YorkTimes or L.A.Times review,noting
Sciences
is changing its Oscar rule yet again for the
HORNADAY
United Nations and
that films such as "Semper Fi: AlwaysFaithful,"which
long-vexeddocumentary feature category.
(c) 20/2, The
Honey"'' the U.S. Agency
is on this year's short list. would not have qualified (the
· To be eligiblefor a Best Documentary Oscar,
WashingtonPost
for International
film playedat the Silverdocsdocumentary festivalin
movies now must be reviewedby either the New York
Development,
Times or the Los AngelesTimes during a qualifying
2011).
Angelina Jolie makes
depicting
both
an impressive writing
"No distributor stepped forward to give it a theatritheatrical run of at least one week in both cities. In
institutions as bumand directing debut
cal release, but you cannot tell me that 'Semper Fi' is
addition, the academy will send DVDscreeners or
bling ineffectually
~.
I
I \
with "In the land of
stream films online for documentary branch members not a film," said Josh Levin, a documentary producer.
I \ ' I
' I I
while
the Balkans
Blood and Honey,"
"It is a film by every definition: by film festivaldefinifour times a year, rather than require that they see the
burned.) At times,
an ambitious if not
\\TASH. POST
tion, film viewerdefinition, artistic definition."
films
in
theaters,
as
has
been
the
case
in
the
past.
A
the story of the war
entirely fully realized
On Sunday,Moore told the Webtrade publication
short
list
of
eligible
films
and
the
final
five
nominees
and the fictional
drama about the
IndieWire
that part of his rationale for insisting on
will
be
voted
on
by
the
entire
branch
of
166
documen1990s war in the former Yugoslavia. romance bump up against each
reviews
from
only two newspapersis to winnow out
tary
filmmakers,
rather
than
by
selection
committees.
Skeptics pooh-poohing the idea other awkwardly: After Danijel sees
made-for-TV
movies
that qualified for Oscars only
Finally,
the
entire
academy
will
vote
on
the
final
of the world's most glamorous star Ajla being abused in a prison cafetebecause they rented a theater for a week (known in
Oscar
winner
putting
nonfiction
films
in
the
same
ria,
Jolie
cuts
to
a
tender
love
scene
dealing with such serious subject
industry parlance as "four-walling")."TV movies
realm as the moviesthat compete for Best Picture.
matter will be disappointed that the between the two, and later he ties
have an awards system. It's called the Emmys,"he told
(Qualifying
films
still
must
play
for
at
least
one
picture is far more somber, rigor- her to a bed with a belt, leaving
IndieWire."I have one. I'm proud of it." (Lest Moore's
week
in
Manhattan
and
Los
Angeles,
accompanied
by
viewers
unsure
of
precisely
what
ous and humane than they could
intentions be misunderstood, the new requirements
ad campaigns in the New YorkTimes, the L.A. Times,
have expected. Unfolding as a taut Jolie is trying to convey.
include the line: "Atelevisioncritic review will not be
the VillageVoiceor L.A.Weekly.)
The filmmaker's aims are far less
military thriller, the film possesses
accepted.")
ambiguous
when
"In
the
land
of
Nearly
every
year,
the
academy
has
tweaked
and
surprising touches of realism. As a
"The reason for this change was because ~e were
refined the rule governingdocumentary submissions,
chronicle of senseless cruelty, suf- Blood and Honey" - which, to Jolie's
getting a lot of films that were never really intended
often followingoutcries about an opaque and labyfering and the stark indifference of a credit, is presented entirely in the
for theatrical release,"Robersonexplained. "Our rules
rinthine selection process that results in newsworthy
paralyzed international community, Serbian, Croatian and Bosnian diawere broad enough that a lot of films were qualifyomissions.But this year's modificationsare different,
Jolie's earnest depiction of Serbian lects rather than in the more coming that really did not belong in our competition."
atrocities against Bosnian Muslims mercially viable English-takes a turn
having been suggestedby academygovernorand
feels like equal parts rebuke and for the schematic and, finally,luridly filmmaker MichaelMoore,whose 1989film "Roger
Robertson added that if an otherwise qualified film
raelodramatic. But for all the story's
cautionary cri de coeur.
fails to get a necessary review,"a filmmaker can make
&amp; Me" was notoriouslysnubbed by the academy,
At the center of the madness, and contrivances, Jolie still has managed
the case why that happened, whether it was changing
along with Errol Morris' "The Thin BlueLine,"Steve
guiding viewers through a confus- to plunge filmgoers into the terror,
circumstances or whatever.We tend to err on the side
James' "Hoop Dreams" and Terry Zwigoffs "Crumb,"
ing jumble of tribal animosities, are heartbreak and confusion - literal among severalothers. (This year's most talked-about
of inclusion rather than exclusion."
a Bosnian artist named Ajla (Zana and moral - of a war that remains
Levin,for one, disagrees with the anti-TV logic.
oversights
were
the
highly
regarded
films
"Senna"
and
Marjanovic) and a reluctant Serbian unresolved.
"It just so happens that in this current marketplace,
"The
Interrupters.")
"In the Land of Blood and Honey"
soldier named Danijel (Goran
documentaries are likely to find a home on television,"
In many quarters, Moore'schanges have been met
exists
in a time and place of seemKostic) who meet in a bar in 1992,
he said. "But to penalize or look down your nose at .
with
enthusiasm
by
filmmakers
and
fans
who
have
just before the war breaks out, and ingly irreconcilable contradictions:
documentarians who make their films for television
long lamented the Oscar branch's unwieldystructure
love
and
hate,
power
and
powerthen later cross paths in a Serbian
as opposed to a very expensive,very rigged theatrical
prison. Terrifically attractive per- lessness, oppression and victimiza- and arcane guidelines,which made it difficult to
releasesystem is ridiculous."
screen
the
large
number
of
entries
(124
films
qualified
tion.
If
viewers
are
left
feeling
just
as
formers, Marjanovic and Kostic are
Levin continued: "If you're worried that essentially
for
consideration
in
2011).
impotent
as
many
of
the
characters,
utterly believable in their roles, both
people are submitting films that are TV moviesfor
The process was so time-consuming and inconveas individuals and as symbols of the that may be precisely what Jolie
Oscar consideration,you declare that (a filmmaker is)
nient that, historically,only retirees had the time to
pluralistic ideals that Jolie describes intended for a film that asks nothing
either eligiblefor the Oscar or the Emmy,but not both.
more
of
its
audience
than
to
bear
commit
to
it,
resulting
in
nominees
and
winners
that
in the film's opening epigram, which
Youlet the artist determine what the true nature of his
were often deemed too safe, too conventionaland,
states that Bosnians and Serbs once witness.
or her documentary is."
as documentaries began achievingpurchase in the
lived in harmony.
Contains
war
violence
and
R.
Sky Sitney,the director of Silverdocs,called the
marketplace,
woefully
out
of
step
with
audiences.
Whether those ideals can suratrocities, includingrape, sexuality,
"Tighteningthe definition of what a theatrical film new rules "a mixed bag."
vive forms the philosophical fulnudity and profanity. In Serbian, is will also help this other part of the process,where
"I think some of the new rules are going to allow
crum of "In the land of Blood and
Croatianand Bosnian with English the wholebranch is obligatedto look at all the entries," more voicesto be a part of the greater consensus,
Honer," especially after the rape,
subtitles. 127minutes. said Ric Robertson, chief operating officer of the
sexua humiliation and mass killings
especiallydocumentary experts being part of the
that Jolie portrays with unblinking
short-listing process,"Sitney said.
Academy."Hopefully... that 124number goes down,
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The Joke's On YOU!
Wehavea winner!Thevoteshave
beencounted,andhere'sthe best
of the gagsthat weresubmitted:

Last Ditch Effort • JohnKroes
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"I think it's best we report
that this planet has no sign of
intelligent life"

Thewinning
gagwassubmitted
by:

JanBenson,whowinsa
gift certificate!

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Anotherchanceto win on Monday!
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Using the digits O through 9 (only once
each), see how quickly you can complete
the addition problem below.

Help Wanted
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM
PaidSurveyTakersNeededin Logan.
100% FREEto Join! Click on Surveys.

Theatres

Instruction

O,,.S-

No-----.-.
..... l:45, _.,11:,11111'-

RealSteel~131

+

20 Puss In Boots

DAil'( AT4:00
Sit. MIi. 12:40

(PG)DAILY
AT
4'30&7:30
Sal MIL 11:40&2-JO

• Moneyball
(PG-13)DAJLYATlt40

6

TowerHeist
Cf'G-13)
DAILY
AT

In Time(PG-13)

7:00H:50

MNINGSAT 8:30

C

2011 King Featvres

Syndw::at~

Jackand.Ill
(P6)MNIIIGS AT
7:15&lt40

MathTutor ·All Levels
I hold a pure math PhDand have 6
years of college teaching experl·
ence. I have8 yearsof tutoringex•
perienceat all college levelsfrom
calculus to upper division math
courses.
435.754.9370
Emallmark.mckee.zoso@gmall.com

HugO(PO)
DAILYAT4:10U:45
S.LMllt 12:30

20 HappyFeet2 (PG)
DAI.YATAT4'45

"

Sa!LrdayMa--1~,2:40
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8

1

2

4

8

5
7

4

2

7

2

1

9

5

Let us
help plan
your big day

6
1

9

6

3

8

4
3

5

7

1

1

4

6

Pe,ject
PartReE

7

6

3

6
5

7

2

9

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
· numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK:

*

YourBestChoice
for
Wedding
Invitations
& papergoods

•«.
IP

SQ!JARE
ONE
I\TJi-;(j

ACROSS
1 Mar.parade

honoree

6 Swtlch for

frequency
choices
1oCheep source
14".. __ /By any
olher name ..::
Juliet
15 Roomin lacasa
16 Ancient Peruvian
17 Militarystrategy
19 TenniSgreat
Steffi
20 Bar m1tzvah,for

one

21 Wife, 10a humble
husband
23 Oto Roman road
24 Ukean 1Umanneredkid
25 "Wr:NI'
26 Like Leif Ericson
28 lthappens
30 _ . gratraartiS:
MGM motto
31 Madea haunted
house sound
37 Brainchild
38 Final unpleasanl
moment
40 Folk singer
Gulhrie
43 Cannedcooking
fuel
44 Sleep stage
letters
47 No-goodnik
49 Icy look, perhaps
51 Tummymuscles
52 Playground
apparatusfor two
58 Phone sound
59 Net profit Of loss
61 Sailing,S8f
62_-deucy
63 Rectangular
serverwith a
dull-edgedklllfe
65 Eve'sopposite
66 Songstress
Adams
67 Prefix meaning
"hundred"
68 Churchrecess
69 Tearto bits
70 Specialized
idiom

DOWN
1 TV's teenage
witch

By Timothy L. Meaker

2 Mutrneer
3 iarthenware
makers
4 Autumn
bloomers
5_Aviv
6 In accordance
with
7 Mediterranean
island coontry
8 Scruggs's
bluegrass
partner
9 lmpress1ornS1
Edouard
10At hand
11 Really angry
12 Like tnangles
with unequal
sides
13 Cnsp fabric
18 Tidal movement
22 Ham sandwich
choice
27 Brit. recording
gianl
29 Kid- _· tots'TV
programming
32 NFL fifth periods
33 ABA member
34 Michelle Obama
__ Robinson
35 Mess up
36 Place for thieves

f\WSWll/S

r uwo
0

ELSEWtlll/l
tN
TlltStSSUl!
c;oooLUCK!
50 Word with Joe's
G(Vic's
53 Fireplace brt
54 Get away from
Tuscaloosa
55 Protest on the
41 1987 trtle lawfloor
enforcing cyborg
56 Tossed In a chip
42 Buffing results
57 Little. like
44 Bringing up
laddies
45 Che Guevara's
60 Daly of "Cagney
lirst name
& Lacey"
46 Box office
64 VIC!rola
smash
48 Thal. in Tijuana
company

38 Sox from Mass.
39 Refusals
40 University in

630 West 200 North
753-8875
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Statesman■ack Burner
New online course YouNeed to Know:

Friday

Jan.
13
•>

Last Day to Add classeswithout
Instructor's Si~nature
Poster exhibition:DisabilityHistory
-8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Library 34
•>AggieGame Nights-7to Midnight
ENGR 201
•>Country SwingDance-7:30p.m.to
11p.m. TSCballroom
•>CacheValleyStargazers-7:30to 9
p.m. SER244

, an.
eof
fthe Utah
dicated
, a senior
peech
ion from

1i
1

•

On Jan.
National
sociat1on
rM1chael

Jan.
14
•>

Chicago
need hrs
om rofesrthe
nt of

All Wait Lists Discontinued
Poster exhibition:DisabilityHistory
-8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Library 34
•>Free YouthGymnasticsClinicNoon to 1 p.m. HPER211
Battle of the Bands- 7 p.m.
Whysound
•>USUHockeyvs. Weber St.-7to 10
p.m. EcclesIce Center

Monday
no
precipita-

Flying McCoys • G&GMcCoy

CeramicsAdult 2 -5
p.m Students choose what
they most wish to create
throughout the 10 weeks of
classes. Lab times available.
Minimum enrollment 6. With
Beth Calengor. Wednesdays
$136 +$15 per 25 lbs clay/
materials January 4, 11, 18,
25, February 1, 8, 15, 22, 29,
March 7. Please call with
any questions or to register.
CVCA - 435 752-0026 or Beth
CalengorR - 764-2286 or visit
www.CenterForTheArts.us
Sign up for our library

CaffeIbis music
Live Music at Caffe Ibis
featuring Dry Lake Band
starting at 4:45 p.m. on the
13th. Local 5 piece bluegrass
band that will make you feel
like you're in the heart of
dixie!

11$W20lOui9ni.-.dGary

""' .....-~

~~-'J

Jan.
16
•>

Martin Luther King, Jr Holiday
(No Classes)
•>Poster exhibition:Disability
History -8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Library 34

Survey begins Feb. l, and ends
Feb. 29. Email hannahkim@
J.1..m.ciu
to sign up for time
Starttng January 13th the
slots; M-F, 9AM-4PM - should
Employee Wellness Center
only last 45 minutes, and you
(HPER 109) will open all day
get a $10 Smith's gift card!
Fridays: 6:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
The Utah Assistive
Ladies, we haven't forgotten
TechnologyProgramwill
about you. We'll have Friday
present a FREE online
women's only hour from 10:30- training, Assistive Technology
11:30a.m.
to Support Communication
Development in Early
Canyonsnowshoeing Intervention, on January 18
from 3 to 4:30 p.m. It will
Come snowshoe in Logan
cover various types of assistive
Canyon and explore the
technology used to support
stories of wildlife in winter
symbolic communication
on Jan 14 from 1 to 4 p.m.
development. In order to
Although many mammals are participate, you will need a
hibernating and most birds
computer with high-speed
have flown south, winter is a
internet access. If you are
wonderful time to see the signs interested in participating
of wildlife and understand
please RSVP by Monday,
their daily survival in the cold. January 16, to Storee Powell
Cocoa, treats, and snowshoes via email s.toree.poweU@usu.
provided. Registration
edu,or call 435-797-7412.
required. For details or to
Participant instructions will
register, call 435-755-3239 or
be emailed to you.
Salsa dancing every
email nature@logann.a~.
Tuesday night at the Whittier
S
Center-300 North 400 East.
Registration for intramurals $3 to get in. Lessons from
is now open and closes on
9-10, then open dancing
Jan 18th at 12 p.m. Register
from IO-midnight. Everyone
online for 5 vs. 5 Basketball or welcome!
Racquetball. www.imleagues.
RRR Auction- Reuse,
com
Reduce, Recycle 6 p.m. 244 S
Main.RRR Auction has a LIVE
auction every Wednesday.

~\-\~~-~

January

Networking
Dinner

Chase F.ne Arts Center
USU Campus

5:30 PM
Tippetts Exhibit Hall

Raising Caine:
Showcasmg Faculty,
Staff & Students
6&8PM

Performance

Hall

SU Campus

7:30

PM

Second Annual
Design Star
4-7PM

Sunburst
Taggart Student

Lounge
Center

utahStates

www.utahstatesman.com

Fire & Ice:
Sculpture
Showcased
7:15 PM
Performance

CCABuskers
All Day
USU Campus
Free

Hall

Promenade

Grand Gala: featuring
Christiane Noll
7:30 PM
Kent Concert Hall
Chase Fine Arts Center
USU Campus

Adults $10 I Youth & Senior $8
Faculty & Staff $5
Froe for usu Students WI D

USU Campus
Free

CCA Buskers
All Day
USU Campus

Halftime Show
7:05 PM
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

Cheae Fine Ans Cent
usu
pus

USU Campus

Second Annual
Student Art Sale
All Day
TSC Ballroom
Cam

USU

CCA Buskers
All Day
USU Campus
Free

Second Annual
Student Art Sale
All Day
TSC Ballroom
USU Campus

Presented by
Old Lyric Repertory Company

Caine Lyric Theatre
28 W Center St. I Logan

4:30 PM I Dinner
Bluebird Restaurant
19 N Main St I Logan

$15 dinner & BhOw
$10 show only

Second Annual
Student Art Sale
All Day
TSC Ballroom
USU Campus
Free

Free

'USU's Got Talitnt'
7:30 PM
Morgan Theatre

.

More Calendar and FYI
· listings,·Interactive
Calendar and Comics at

cnase Fine Arts Center
USUGampus

Raise Your Voice
with The Sound
of Music

-

"THIS IS A DISASTER! A SLACIC HOLJ;
HAS JUST OPENED UP IN URANUS/•

Free

$8 Networking Dinner
$1 O Networking Dinner &
RaJse Your Voice

,___
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sweek
17 21, 201 2

. .

Opening Reception
4:30 PM
Tippetts Exhibit Hall

--------- ~-...

Deep End • tysoncole@aggiemail

Intramural Open

Art Exhibit:
Marion R. Hyde

-~

·------::::::::_~....,__--~----

website usability survey.

OpeningHPER

Saturday

Almanac

Looking for a C I course? A
new online section of ComD
2910 ASL I is open. The
instructor is Curt Radford.
Register through RCDE
(distance education) CRN
23734 ComD 2910-103

1/S

Hawaii

